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Abstract:
This article is a reflexive analysis of the author’s movement through the positions of different
somatic theories. While some somatic theorists and practitioners focus on ideas of self and
experiential knowledge, others are moving into a more postmodern realm by looking at bodies and
somatic experience as social constructions. The author traces her movement through these theories
and towards a non-binary postmodern view of somatics that does not dismiss the role of
experience. Two narratives serve as a vehicle whereby the author wrestles with the issues.
Keywords: somatic theory | postpositivism| postmodernism | experiential knowledge | somatic
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Article:
My whole professional life has been a struggle between an embrace of experiential knowledge
and a realization of postmodern ideas related to sociocultural constructions of bodies.
Pedagogically, I encourage my students to listen to their bodies. On the other hand, I discuss
critical education theory, and how marginalized groups are often disenfranchised when
addressing universalizing and essentialist ideas about bodies. My research agenda has included
postpositivist methods and reflects postmodern ontologies and epistemologies. Yet, I use somatic
sensitivity as a research tool and believe that it is helpful to find where one is bodily positioned
before addressing how that position is influenced by social constructions of body, and somatics
as a field of study.
Recently, I found myself in two professional predicaments, where I had to negotiate the binaries I
had set for myself. I had to tread carefully because I did not want to simply romanticize the
harmony between different philosophical arenas, without also being aware of the tensions between
them. Yet, these situations put me in a position where I had to move through the binaries to come
up with an inclusive framework that recognizes differences and the importance of a clear
positionality, while transversing elements of diverse theoretical structures.
The Tensions

This article does not attempt to make an argument for the existence of binaries in experiential and
postmodern world-views. Rather, it uses autonarrative as a way to negotiate the tensions in these
perspectives that sometimes conflict and bump up against each other.
Narrative and autoethnography are key methodological tools in postpositivist research. Although
I am not using this self-reflexive tool to study myself in the field, through this approach, I attempt
to understand how my own narrative may explore questions about the social construction of
knowledge. Thus, I am my own subject/participant in an investigation into the construction of
beliefs about dance, somatics, and life. I use autonarrative as a methodological tool to explore
diverse theoretical thought. In this sense the purpose is to triangulate theory, not only as a validity
tool, but also as a way to negotiate meaning. Thus the intent of this article is to explore the
differences in theories and challenge my own agendas. Reflexivity serves as a vehicle to see
diverse theories and aspects, how they come together, and where they separate.
It is difficult to discuss categories and boundaries in postpositivist research because the boundaries
can be blurry and theories juxtaposed to make new meanings. But categories and constructs may
serve as a limited vehicle to look at differences.
When I speak about tensions, I am referring to places where world-views do not neatly fit together.
For example, although I moved towards a post- modern sensibility and have questioned ‘truths’, I
still find myself slipping into a strong experiential relationship with the world. I wrestled with the
issues related to this mode of communicating with the world and the realization that my knowledge
and experience are constructed and based on a sociocultural context. As postmodern theory
questions relational aspects of research, universal assumptions, essentialist and foundational
thinking, and even experience itself, I find a particular experiential connection to the world.
Somatics has grounded me in this experiential aspect of being.
So my stories start with the assumption that there is a conflict between somatic practice and
postmodern thought. While thinkers like Richard Shusterman (2008) strive to find connections
between somatic theory and practice, and social and cultural aspects of the body, I believe that
Shusterman, and many other somatic theorists, do not recognize the tensions between these
modes of thought. As the first story develops, I do find that there is much crossover between
somatic experiences and postmodern thought, but not in the ways that Shusterman and other
somaticists claim.
My second narrative sets out to explain my ideas about social somatic theory and problematize the
lack of emerging theory in the field of somatics that does not move beyond individual experience.
I discuss the problems of including somatics under the umbrella of the ‘dance sciences’ – as is
evident in many higher education programmes in dance in the United States – and my growing
thought about the inappropriateness of using a scientific model for thinking about somatic practice.
Science is based on different foundational views than somatics. While somatics recognizes firstperson views of the body, science tends to see the body as an objectified substance, studied from
the outside. However again, I began to think more complexly when asked to participate in a
quantitative and qualitative research programme begun in the sciences.
Thus, my intention is to look at the complexity of thought in these areas, while recognizing the
differences. I problematize the binaries but also wish to account for the differences.

Much of the first story includes a number of quotations because this situation arose when I was
writing a particular chapter that propelled me to this way of thinking. I use this story as a
methodological example to demonstrate how my research leads to theoretical considerations.
However, I attempt to paraphrase as much as possible.
From Humanism to Postmodernism1
My first conundrum appeared when I was asked to write a chapter for a book about somatics and
spirituality in dance. This task was challenging because while I had been immersed in
postpositivist research and thinking for over 25 years, I struggled to reconcile my affinities for
postmodernism and spirituality in dance. I published a number of articles and chapters about a
postmodern and critical theory approach to somatics and dance (Green 1993, 1996a, 1996b, 1996c
1999, 2000, 2001a, 2001b, 2002–2003, 2004a, 2004b, 2007, 2008) while my scholarly interests
shifted and changed. I moved to a more post- modern view, one that was reflected in my research
methodology and belief that experience is socially, culturally and politically constructed.
My personal autobiographical narrative traces this theoretical transmigration and offers examples
of my struggle to define spirituality, somatics and postmodernism. Throughout this narrative, I
speak of spirituality as a connection to the world while somatics is a sensory experience.
Although, somatics may be part of one’s spirituality, spirituality is not necessarily part of
somatics. The narrative begins when I was a little girl: As a child, I distinctly remember a
number of times when I felt a deep connection to the world as I experienced a sense of
heightened existence. Although I believe it was strange feeling this connection while so young, I
continually sensed this feeling of attunement. When I started to dance, I was once again felt a
strong state of connection. Dancing, for me, was always about a sense of engagement with
something that seemed real and alive. While I was in my 20s I tried to search for my Jewish roots
and attempted to find a synagogue that would meet my needs. When I was introduced to religion,
however, I had an immediate resistance to the religious texts because, as I read them, they
required that women give up their lives to their husbands and because they seemed to instill a
sense of fear in God that did not make sense to me. I had a difficult time understanding the
stories as ‘real’ and found myself disconnected from all organized religion. I saw religion as a
patriarchal institution with the intent to keep its citizens in line and subservient to the particular
religious system.
After an injury and while at New York University where I was doing my Masters degree, I began
to find somatics when I studied with Elaine Summers in Kinetic Awareness®. Once again, I felt a
deep sense of joy and connection doing the work. I entered the doctoral programme at Ohio State
University with the intention to study somatics as a humanistic and self-affirming area of study. I
felt that somatics could offer students a sense of wholeness and harmony, as I felt while working
with dance and Kinetic Awareness®.
However, I found my sense of the world shaken when I began to study with Patti Lather, a
postmodern educational theorist, and find out about another world of thought, postmodernism. As
with my earlier experience of organized religion, I began to think critically as I started to question
what I knew and how I knew it. Postmodernism questions foundationalism, individualism, essence,

experience, truth and even the idea of holism. It points to a plurality of truths and acknowledges
difference and fragmentation. It investigates partial truths and reveals ‘grand narratives’ written
by a dominant political authority.
So, I began to understand that my knowledge and experience are socially, culturally and politically
constructed. I found that I valued a necessary change in thinking in such a multidimensional and
growing diverse milieu. I came to believe that we cannot assume everyone experiences the world
in the same way. In addition, I found postmodernism a creative venture – there was not always a
black and white answer to the world, or to presenting or performing ideas. I was attuned to a world
of complexity and juxtapositions of viewpoints and epistemologies.
When I was hired to teach in ‘the Department of Dance at the University of North Carolina at
Greensboro’, I taught dance education and somatics. From the start of my career after my doctoral
work, I used a postpositivist lens to see the world. Yet, while adhering to this approach, I found
this sense of connection once again, when I found myself in North Carolina, remarried, and living
on a fifteen-acre plot of land in the country. As a New York City native, I never quite experienced
the trees, flora and fauna in such a connected and deeply felt way. I believed in a postmodern
viewpoint but felt profoundly connected to the earth and life.
This postmodern turn left me in a difficult position. I was moved by postmodern thought and felt
it was a way to celebrate difference and acknowledge those who may be disfranchised. Yet I did
not want to give up on the idea of experience because it served me well in life and connected me
to the world. It is the experiential and relational aspects of life that I did not seem willing to
diminish. In addition, my work in somatics kept me grounded in this experiential aspect of being.
I began to reframe somatics and see it through a postpositivist lens, cognizant of postmodern
issues, yet open to experience (see Green 1993, 1996a, 1996b, 1996c, 1999, 2000, 2002–2003,
2004a, 2004b, 2007, 2008).
Within this world of conflicting positionalities, I asked, ‘How could I negotiate the value of a
somatic epistemology based in the world of experience and holism when I was recognizing the
fragmentation of knowledge and the ways ideas of ‘truth’ bumped up against each other?’ I began
doing this by questioning assumptions that tend to guide the field of somatics, such as ‘universal
experience’, ‘holism’ and the necessary goodness of somatic practice (Green in press).
So I found myself in a place where I began to consciously borrow from competing paradigms to
make sense of somatics. Through this process, I developed the idea of social somatic theory. 2
While researching spirituality and postmodernism I also began to find that some scholars were
beginning to break through the boundaries associated with spirituality and postmodernism and
moving away from an ‘either/ or’ approach. For example, Besecke, 2001), embraces the idea of a
reflexive spirituality, focused on culture; Gatens-Robinson (1984), proposes a feminist approach
to spirituality, Riley (2002), addresses the return of the sacred in postmodern theory; Roof (1993),
reconstructs the idea of religious space from a postmodern perspective; Sutherland et al. (2003),
view religion and spirituality from an alternative health practices perspective, critically analysing
the medicalization of health; Vento (2000), traces the rediscovering of the sacred, from the secular
to a postmodern sense of the sacred; and Williamson (2010), includes postmodern and critical
approaches to spirituality in her analysis of theoretical approaches to spiritualities. These

postmodern writers present a pluralistic spirituality that connects to community, allows for
divergent experiences and meaning, and bases spirituality on a constructed self and reality.
I concluded this narrative by reflecting on my final position:
Thinking back to my experiences and viewpoints about spirituality in relationship
to somatics and postmodernism, I find some crossover areas. These definitions of
spirituality including somatic, eastern-oriented and postmodern ideas tend to move
away from an authoritative sense and move towards a more pluralistic definition.
As Williamson suggests, ‘personal spiritual truths and faiths are instrumentally
shaped by the wider sociocultural landscape’ and move away from religion as an
institution (2010: 40). Thus, definitions of spirituality can be malleable. As
somatics tends to embrace a more personal and subjective relationship to the world,
postmodernism also recognizes that the world is not objective.
However, there still exists a tension between somatic/experiential definitions, and
postmodern conceptualizations in these bodies of literature. While somatic and
experiential descriptions tend to provide a relational experience to the world and
value essence, truth and holism, postmodernism questions individualism, and
materialism, while acknowledging fragmentation, difference and partial truths.
But my larger question is, ‘Is there is a way to be able to negotiate these differences
and still embrace parts of opposing world-views?’ Perhaps we can if we are aware
of these tensions and differences; and if we do not avoid the divergent
epistemologies from which they arise.
Postmodernism, not only provides another way of viewing spirituality, but also
addresses the state of the world. For example, in a world of difference, one that is
getting smaller and cultures constantly moving, postmodernism acknowledges a
certain juxtaposition of voices and view- points. Perhaps, to see a postmodern
world is to see that different and opposing world-views can exist together. In this
sense, one may be able to value aspects of one position while finding an affinity
with a different world-view. In this spirit of postmodernism, I may be able to
acknowledge the plurality of postmodernism and the acknowledgement of partial
truths while holding on to a connection to experience. However, I believe that I
must acknowledge that, for instance, somatics may not bring all the answers and,
like everything, is value driven, that there is no knowledge that is value-neutral
(see Johnson 1992). As suggested in former articles (Green 2000, 2001a, 2001b,
2002–2003, 2004a, 2004b) somatics, and now for that matter spirituality, should
not be romanticized or seen as a panacea for all the world’s ills but as a tool that
may help us connect to the world and make visible key problems and issues.
Without questioning our motives through a self-reflexive process, we may be
repeating the grand narratives and partial truths we attempt to challenge.

In other words, from a postmodern perspective, I see that experience is constructed.
I can value experience but realize that my experiences contain partial truths,
assumptions and biases that may not apply to disenfranchised groups or others.
I may find that my experiences are spiritual in the sense that they connect me to the
world, but within a construction of that spirituality that is partial and not the same
for everyone. Others may have other constructions of spirituality.
Thus for me, a postmodern spirituality is one that deconstructs reality, truth and
knowledge, yet allows me to embrace experience and connection. In this
postmodern sense I can acknowledge different epistemologies yet I can be aware
that there are tensions between these schools of thought. This may seem to be an
easy and useful conclusion to this discussion but the concept is one I can employ to
speak honestly about how views often resist each other. (Green in press)

Thus, in this narrative, I use spirituality as an example of how I cross boundaries of philosophical
thought regarding somatics and dance. I describe how I break the binaries of experiential and
postmodern world-views, yet caution against merely bringing them together without analysis,
without self-reflexivity, and without the recognition of the differences between these theories.
Postpositivist Research and Science
While the first narrative probes somatic and postmodern theories and world- views, the second
story looks at research from the perspectives of somatics and science. It addresses the research
process itself and the ideas grounding that process.
This second dilemma occurred when I was asked to collaborate with scientists on a somatics
project. For years, I was sceptical about science being the only way to ask questions. My doctoral
research methodology courses taught me that no knowledge is value-free and that there has been
an established hierarchy in academe that embraces and rewards the hard sciences and rejects other
methods of gathering information. While I did not wish to reject science or its contributions to
health, I was aware of differences in philosophical grounding between science and postmodernism,
or between positivism and postpositivism. As stated in a chapter I wrote with Sue Stinson,
Generally, positivists tend to assert that reality is found – that there is a real truth
or big truth that we can know. Postpositivists, on the other hand, tend to believe
that reality is socially constructed – that we construct reality according to how we
are positioned in the world, and that how we see reality and truth is related to the
perspective from which we are looking.
Epistemologically, positivists tend to assert that we can know a ‘true’ reality and
by using objective research methods, we can uncover the ‘truth.’ In contrast,
many postpositivist researchers reject the claim that research can be value-free or
that one sole truth can be found through objective research methods. Furthermore,
some postpositivists believe that subjectivity is not only unavoidable but may

even be helpful in giving researchers and participants a more meaningful
understanding of people and research themes. In accepting a socially constructed
reality, we realize that our belief systems, or the stories we tell of who we are,
may not be consistent and reliable in the positivist sense, because they vary each
time we tell them.
Consequently, reliability, while a basic tenet of empirical scientific research, is
regarded by qualitative researchers as equally impossible as objectivity.
(Green and Stinson 1999: 93–94)
With this approach to research, I found myself being cautious about what seemed to be occurring
in higher education in the United States. It appeared to me that the field of somatics was being
held under the umbrella of the dance sciences. During the Dancing in the Millennium
Conference in Washington, DC in July 2000, I problematized the assumed connection between
somatics and dance science:
Up until now, somatics has often been grouped along with the ‘dance sciences.’
There have been a number of conferences, symposiums, organizational
committees, and publications, centred on the theme of ‘dance science and
somatics.’ Further, course work required or offered at many major university and
college dance programs is often envisioned around somatic study as an adjunct to
the study of anatomy and kinesiology. Moreover, particular job openings often
require experience in both dance science and somatics; they are often cojoined as
a field of expertise.
(Green 2001c)
Although I note that there are good reasons why these fields are interrelated and acknowledge
that science can be a foundation for many somatic practices, I believe that there are major
differences between these approaches. Where the sciences generally view the body as an
objective entity with particular characteristics that can be observed from a third-person
perspective, somatics acknowledges the inner proprioceptive messages that inform the body. The
two, therefore operate from a different epistemology, or way of knowing the world. ‘Where the
dance sciences seek objective truths, somatics may not seek truth, as measurable facts, but as
how one constructs the body itself from a subjective viewpoint’ (Green 2001c).
In addition, I maintained that somatics rejects a body/mind dualism. This split removes us from
the experiences of our bodies and often results in disconnecting us from our own inner
proprioceptive signals from our somas as living bodies. For example, a body in a distorted
alignment – one often used as a model in western media – is likely to lead to a lack of ownership
of the body because there is a lack of connection, and strength, while it may be difficult to move
energy through such a ‘model’ body. While some poses may sell magazines and normalize a
particular sexuality, they may create weak dancers. These dancers may be influenced by such
ideals. By disconnecting people from their sensory and sensual selves, through the imposition of
external models of ‘ideal bodies’, or standards of what the body ‘should be’ and how it should

act, the dominant culture maintains control as people in oppressed groups distrust their own
sensory impulses and give up their bodily authority. And, according to [Don] Johnson, it allows
human exploitation and suffering to take place in the name of science (Green 2000).
Thus, coming from this perspective, I was deeply grounded in thought centred around social
constructions of bodies. It did not seem likely that I would work in a scientific fashion or give up
my work with social somatic theory. In honesty, I was set at one end of a binary
conceptualization of body theory.
However, after sharing my interest in somatics, particularly in Kinetic Awareness® and health
with a collaborative group in the areas of Public Health Education and Kinesiology, I was asked
if I would be interested in collaborating on a study focused on women with breast cancer. My
initial reaction was to kindly refuse the offer. But for some reason, I indicated that I might be
interested. After the group brought in a consultant from exercise science and the project began to
be framed around science and grant money, I was about to bow out gracefully because I felt I
would have to give up the sociocultural aspect of my work. This consultant spent much of her
time writing grants and doing scientific studies that support alternative interventions in health
care. Her job was completely science oriented. She was granted enormous amounts of funding
for her studies. I was quite intimidated and felt I could not possibly do this kind of research in
my academic life. It would mean giving up every- thing I believed in.
But then I began to think about how this project may be helpful for women with breast cancer
and also bring somatics and what I was doing in Kinetic Awareness® into a more public sphere.
I let everyone know that I did not do scientific research and they said it would be interesting to
have one person from Exercise Science do the quantitative part of the study and I do a qualitative
part of the study. I still had reservations due to my political take on the subject but I figured I
could write up my piece from my perspective and that I would have authority to shape my
writing, but I was still concerned because I would have to address thematic areas such as sleep,
quality of life, etc. and I did not do interventionist research as done in the health professions. But
I figured that I could attempt to bring in my cultural/political slant while suiting their needs.
In addition, during this process, I began to hear more and more about dance and science
collaborations and about topics that began to interest me such as brain science and chaos theory.
While I had to negotiate two conflicting perspectives and approaches I began to wonder if it is
possible to be situated in two places at one time.
Although difficult, the boundaries began to become more fluid for me. I asked if I was selling
myself out and not sticking to my beliefs, but once again, I began to combine both aspects
(health findings and social issues), in analysing the data and writing my article, and attempt to
find the data that indicated particular health findings but also find social implications beyond the
hard sciences. So I found a way to do this. However, in attempting to be more open, but still hold
my ground epistemologically, I found myself in a difficult position. I ended up with a manuscript
that I was not happy with because it did not sufficiently reflect my philosophical standing.
I am not saying that I would not want to go this route again because it did not allow me to have a
consistent research agenda and positionality. But, I recognized the complexity of the issues and

how we sometimes have to break what we see as binaries and not always look at everything as an
either or proposition but allow for theoretical fluidity.
But again, I know from reviewing many manuscripts from new researchers, who seem to pick
and choose aspects of paradigms that fit their needs, that there is a danger in fluid boundaries as
well. First, it may be important to understand the differences and respect the boundaries before
opening them up and moving through them.
Discussion
These two stories explain why I maintain the idea of a body as a social construction yet
problematize a dogmatic approach that does not consider theoretical overlap.
These narratives provide examples of struggles working within theoretical frameworks that do
not fit together so neatly. In addition, they address the need to let go of thinking in binaries
without also acknowledging the problem of combing competing ideas without acknowledging
the tensions between them. Although some somatic researchers and practitioners think of tension
as something to release or get rid of, acknowledging tensions can lead to a deeper understanding
of issues.
The stories suggest that there are tensions between somatic theory and practice, postmodernism,
and scientific method. While postmodernism attempts to see what is missing and investigate
partial narratives that are not neutral or value-free, somatic theory generally follows Thomas
Hanna’s conceptualization of somatics as a living body, separate from sociological, political or
cultural influences.
However, the field has grown and expanded to include social somatic theory and theorists such
as Don Johnson who recognize outside influences on bodies. In addition, there are critiques of
somatic theory and charges that it does not necessarily acknowledge sociocultural aspects of
constructed bodies. I, for one, critique essentialist dogma surrounding somatic thought through
my writing on social somatic theory.
As another example, Isabel Ginot deconstructs Shusterman’s theory of somaesthetics. Although
she tends to define somatics as one way of thinking and practice, with one epistemology and
does not recognize that somatics is a not a monolith, she does point out that it is problematic to
view somatics as ‘an antidote to dominant dance practices’ (2010: 12). She looks at how
somatics has been addressed, and finds, for example, its relationship to science problematic as
well as its ‘replacing a political and social conscience with a ìsomaticî conscience that views the
subject as closed and autonomous’ (2010: 23).
Ginot suggests that Shusterman’s work is problematic because it has a limited focus that does not
include major aspects of the work he cites. One way Shusterman’s work is limited is that it aligns
Foucault’s thinking with his own idea of ‘somataesthetics’ and contends that Foucault’s work
represents a ‘body consciousness’ and experiential level of embodiment (Shusterman 2008).
However, he does not consider the differences between Foucauldian and somatic views of
bodies. Foucault looked at power and its relationship to knowledge. His studies approach the

body as a site of social and political control and power. Although there are connections between
somatic theory and Foucauldian thought, a number of tensions exist between these ways of
thinking. For example, Foucault would not be fond of the idea of bodily experience and would be
suspicious of the use of working pedagogically through the body. Although he viewed the body
as a site of political manipulation and control and studied it as an effect of the culture in which
we live, his writing suggests a suspicion of typical somatic conceptualizations such as bodily
experience and practice (Foucault 1979, 1980). As Frank points out, ‘What Foucault contributes
to the study of the body – beyond his studies as a site of political violence is an enhanced selfreflectiveness about the project of the body itself’ (1990: 132).
In other words, Foucault does not claim that the body can provide us with a grounded truth or
that education through the body can free people from oppressive social policies and authoritarian
regimes. His writing offers an approach rooted in a critique of institutions through discourses
created by a dominant culture. He would be cautious about somatic practices because of his
claim that experience is based on how our perceptions have been socially constructed. He would
be leery of any claims to ‘experiential’ or ‘somatic’ authority.
In addition, Don Johnson (1992) points to the danger of using somatic practice as a panacea to
the world’s ills without framing the discourse in a larger social context. He suggests that by
focusing solely on individualistic bodily experience, we may be hypnotizing ourselves to the
outer world and the problems Foucault addresses through his historical analyses.
Nevertheless, it may be recognized that although Foucault rejected bodily practice and
experience in his early career, towards the later part of his career he came to ‘refute the
autonomy of discourse’ (McNay 1993: 27) and to refer to the corporeal aspect of life. He
acknowledged, ‘the discursive and material are linked together in a symbiotic relationship’
(1993: 27). Thus, although he was more suspicious of experiential or corporeal notions of body
in his early years, he grew to be more accepting of such aspects later in his life.
However, although Foucault did become more accepting of bodily conceptualizations later in his
life, Shusterman sometimes misconstrues Foucault’s intent. Shusterman criticizes sexual aspects
of Foucault’s work, but does not seem to be aware that the core of his work problematized a
somaesthetics and found no solutions to the problem through somatic practice. Rather, he looked
at the body through a historical lens and made his point through an analysis of language. I read
Foucault’s idea of ‘care of the self’ as a societal prescription emanating from organizations that
attempt to control people through a focus on their own behaviour, not as a prescription for health
and embodiment.
Thus Shusterman’s alignment with Foucault may be falsely prescriptive. Shusterman never
address how the experience of the body is influenced by anything outside of an individualistic
view.
This may be one example of how the differences in thinking are often ignored in body theory and
somatics. Shusterman’s ideas are more fully aligned with Merleau Ponty and phenomenology
because they both see the body as experience. But his writing about Foucault does not address
the tensions between postmodern thought and somatics.

In closing, through my stories I attempt to use reflexive accounts of scholarly work to
demonstrate movement from being stuck in binaries to the recognition of the fluidity and
complexities of thought regarding somatics, postmodernism and science. Yet at the same time,
this cannot be accomplished without recognizing the full differences in approach and clarity of
thinking while moving through the boundaries. I leave this methodological exercise believing
that thinking in either or terms limit the scope of scholarship. Yet accepting all theory that
addresses bodies is simplistic because it muddies the meaning of the message. I read
Shusterman’s work as a one-sided approach that attempts to sell ideas, rather than provide a
critical analysis of the issues.
I continue to argue that somatic theory is not a closed box and somatic practice is not a panacea
to all the world’s ills. I have seen somatic practice used as a way to indoctrinate students or even
abuse them, as in the case of a man who attempted to help his clients relive the experience of
abuse, through the use of placing his body on top of them, thus reliving the assault. Yet I do find
that it somatic practice can be a practical tool that may be used bring people in touch with their
bodies even if they are socially constructed and fluid bodies.
In closing, I have no easy answers except to be aware of the inherent beliefs we adapt when
embracing somatics without critical analysis. At the same time, I do not want to give up the
experiential aspect of somatics. Dance research needs to be more than a cerebral process. But I
feel a need for self- reflexivity when valuing experience as an individualistic and static concept.
We may be living in a period where it may be time to acknowledge both the value and humanity
of our bodies in connection with the earth, and experience, while also critiquing the problems
associated with thought in experience alone. It may be time to tear down the boundaries a bit
while maintaining grounded thinking, consistent positions and acknowledging social
constructions and culture.
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1. Portions of this section are part of a forthcoming chapter Green (in press).
2. Social Somatic Theory draws on the ideas of such writers as Don Johnson and Elizabeth Behnke who
addressed issues of bodily authority and demonstrates how our bodies are shaped by the cultures in which
we live. From this perspective, western culture creates the myth of a body/mind split. However, this split
does not simply separate our minds from our bodies and favour mind over body. Rather there is an active
obsession with the body as an objective, mechanical entity. There is a focus on the body, but as a
mechanical instrument rather than as a soma. Through the normalization of what bodies should be and
how they should act the dominant culture maintains control as people give up their bodily authority. It
should be said that this theory might be used in an affirmative way as people are afforded more agency as
the body is used as resistance to cultural norms.
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